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Know Your CPBA Certification Well: 

The CPBA is best suitable for candidates who want to gain knowledge in the 

Pega Business Architect. Before you start your CPBA preparation you may 

struggle to get all the crucial Business Architect materials like CPBA syllabus, 

sample questions, study guide.  

But don't worry the CPBA PDF is here to help you prepare in a stress free 

manner. 

The PDF is a combination of all your queries like- 

• What is in the CPBA syllabus? 

• How many questions are there in the CPBA exam? 

• Which Practice test would help me to pass the CPBA exam at the first 

attempt? 

Passing the CPBA exam makes you Certified Pega Business Architect (CPBA). 

Having the Business Architect certification opens multiple opportunities for you. 

You can grab a new job, get a higher salary or simply get recognition within your 

current organization. 

Pega CPBA Business Architect Certification 

Details: 

Exam Name Certified Pega Business Architect 

Exam Code CPBA 

Exam Fee USD $175 

Exam Duration 90 Minutes 

Number of 

Questions 
50 

Passing Score 70% 

Format Multiple Choice Questions 

Books / Trainings Class Schedule 

Schedule Exam Pearson VUE 

Sample Questions 
Pega PEGACPBA88V1 Exam Sample Questions and 

Answers 

Practice Exam Certified Pega Business Architect (CPBA) Practice Test 

 

http://www.Processexam.com/
https://academy.pega.com/class-schedule
https://home.pearsonvue.com/pegasystems
https://www.processexam.com/pega/pega-cpba-certification-exam-sample-questions
https://www.processexam.com/pega/pega-cpba-certification-exam-sample-questions
https://www.processexam.com/pega/certified-pega-business-architect-cpba
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CPBA Syllabus: 

Topic Details Weights 

Pega Express 

- Describe the four phases of a Pega Express Delivery 

and terminology 
- Articulate the benefits and best practices of Pega 
Express delivery 

- Document decisions and actions to confirm the 
technical architecture 
- Fill the backlog with user stories that are ready to be 

built 
- Describe the process and benefits of Directly Capture 
Objectives (DCO) 

12% 

Case 
Management 

- Design a case lifecycle: stages, case statuses, add 
instructions to assignments 

- Add a service level agreement: urgency, goals, 
deadlines 
- Route assignments to users, work queues 

- Design an approval process 
- Configure and send email correspondence 
- Identify duplicate cases 

- Add optional actions to a workflow 
- Understand when to use automation shapes 
- Skip a stage or process 

- Create a child case 
- Automate workflow decisions using conditions 
- Pause and resume case processing: wait steps 

- Calculating fields using decision tables 

38% 

Data and 
Integration 

- Create data objects, data relationships, and field 

types 
- Identify and create calculated values 
- Identify the role of data records in applications 

- Validate data; create and configure data validation 
rules using business logic 
- Capture and present data: fields and views 

15% 

Security - Manage user and role assignments 2% 

User 
Experience 

- Customize user interface elements: dashboards, 
portal content 
- Configure action sets 

9% 

Application 
Development 

- Manage application development: user stories, 
feedback, bugs 
- Use the Estimator to scope a Pega Platform project 

9% 

Reporting 

- Create business reports 
- Identify types of reports 

- Use columns and filters 
- Describe the benefits of using Insights 

9% 

Mobility 
- Configure mobile app channels 
- Use of Pega Mobile Preview 

6% 
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Pega CPBA Sample Questions: 

Question: 1   

The goal milestone in a service level defines that amount of time _______. 

a) allowed for a user to advance to the next stage 

b) in which the case or step should be completed 

c) allowed before an assignment is considered overdue 

d) in which the case or step must be completed 

Answer: b 

Question: 2  

Select two benefits of adopting a rule delegation strategy. 

(Choose Two) 

a) Adopting a delegation strategy can help deliver applications more quickly by 

incorporating business users in the development process. 

b) Adopting a rule delegation strategy enables business users and architects to focus 

on their specific tasks related to application development and maintenance. 

c) Adopting a rule delegation strategy can help improve the business’ ability to adapt to 

changing business conditions. 

d) Adopting a delegation strategy enables architects to limit the availability of application 

changes to specific users and access groups to manage application updates. 

Answer: b,c 

Question: 3  

Consider the following user story: As an account owner, I want to be able to add a member 

to my account so I can give the member temporary access. 

Which two questions help you define the fields for the user view? 

(Choose Two) 

a) Will field information about the temporary member be stored in an external 

database? 

b) What fields does the account owner need to see to be able to add a temporary 

member? 

c) How do the fields for the temporary member need to be displayed? 

d) Do the fields about the temporary member need to be displayed in multiple 

languages? 

Answer: b,c 

  

http://www.Processexam.com/
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Question: 4   

Which two of the following scenarios are good candidates for rule delegation? 

(Choose Two) 

a) Content of an entail confirming a customer submission 

b) Business policies controlled by regularity compliance 

c) Password validation standards 

d) The service level on expense reports 

Answer: a,b 

Question: 5  

What three questions should you answer to create effective correspondence? 

(Choose Three) 

a) How often should you send correspondence? 

b) Who is the user that receives the correspondence 

c) Which email server should the correspondence use? 

d) When does the correspondence need to be sent? 

e) How will the correspondence be sent? 

Answer: b,d,e 

Question: 6  

Automating decisions based on business logic enables________. 

a) application users to mark a specific location for business exceptions that may arise in 

the process flow 

b) architects to improve the performance of the application 

c) application users to focus on more nuanced decisions that require business expertise 

d) architects to spend less time building the application 

Answer: c 

Question: 7  

How do you provide users with guidance for completing a form and avoid the need for 

application training? 

a) Add an optional action to the case to explain the task. 

b) Send a notification to the assigned user. 

c) Add an instruction to the assignment. 

d) Add the corresponding step to an appropriate stage. 

Answer: c 

http://www.Processexam.com/
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Question: 8  

A home loan application requires application the legal team manager and the Finance team 

manager. The Legal team manager must approve before the Finance team manager. How 

do you configure this requirement? 

a) Create an approval step with cascading approval. 

b) Apply business logic to route a single assignment in the correct order. 

c) Route an assignment to a work queue where both roles have access. 

d) Create an approval process for each manager in parallel. 

Answer: a 

Question: 9  

You want to engage business and IT resources to review the working models. What best 

practice helps accomplish this objective? 

a) Approval process 

b) Pega Cloud® 

c) Guardrail compliance 

d) Direct Capture of Objectives (DCO) 

Answer: d 

Question: 10  

An application references a data element found in the Work- class. How is this rule inherited 

by the application? 

a) By applying directed inheritance. 

b) By applying pattern inheritance. 

c) By naming PegaRULES as the built-on application. 

d) By adding the ruleset that contains the property to the application. 

Answer: a 

Study Guide to Crack Pega Business Architect 

CPBA Exam: 

● Getting details of the CPBA syllabus, is the first step of a study plan. This 

pdf is going to be of ultimate help. Completion of the syllabus is must to 

pass the CPBA exam. 

● Making a schedule is vital. A structured method of preparation leads to 

success. A candidate must plan his schedule and follow it rigorously to 

attain success. 

http://www.Processexam.com/
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● Joining the Pega provided training for CPBA exam could be of much help. 

If there is specific training for the exam, you can discover it from the link 

above. 

● Read from the CPBA sample questions to gain your idea about the actual 

exam questions. In this PDF useful sample questions are provided to 

make your exam preparation easy. 

● Practicing on CPBA practice tests is must. Continuous practice will make 

you an expert in all syllabus areas. 

 
 

Reliable Online Practice Test for CPBA Certification 

Make ProcessExam.com your best friend during your Certified Pega Business 

Architect exam preparation. We provide authentic practice tests for the CPBA 

exam. Experts design these online practice tests, so we can offer you an exclusive 

experience of taking the actual CPBA exam. We guarantee you 100% success in 

your first exam attempt if you continue practicing regularly. Don’t bother if you 

don’t get 100% marks in initial practice exam attempts. Just utilize the result 

section to know your strengths and weaknesses and prepare according to that 

until you get 100% with our practice tests. Our evaluation makes you confident, 

and you can score high in the CPBA exam. 
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